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ABSTRACT

-WeIse-ACRITH to impleihent'talgorithms which give narrow inclusions for definite

integrals. Inclusions are obtained from familiar numerical quadrature formulas such as

Gaussian or Newton-Cotes with remainder terms, or from the term-by-term integration of

Taylor polynomials with remainder terms. Inclusions for the remainder terms are computed

using automatic differentiation. The inclusions are valid if the integrand or the endpoints

of the interval of integration are real- or interval-valued. Interval inclusions which contain

only a few machine numbers are achieved by using ACRITH's accurate scalar product, by

using order and subinterval adaptation, and by using special devices such as intersection of

several estimates. Numerical examples show that such narrow, guaranteed bounds require

about four times as long to compute as the estimates computed by the routine QAGS from

QUADPACK.

AMS (MOS) Subject Classifications: 65D30, 65G10
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SIGNIFICANCE AND EXPLANATION

Routines for numerical integration are among the fundamental building blocks of

scientific computation. They are typically called from deep inside an applications program

where the user is rarely able to examine the results. Commonly used quadrature routines

such as CADRE and QUADPACK have proven to be reliable and robust. However, they

compute only an approzimation to the correct answer and an estimate for the error in the

value returned. In principle, they can be completely wrong.

The program described in this report performs self-validating quadrature to return ..

an interval in which the correct answer is guaranteed to lie. Gaussian, Newton-Cotes, and

Taylor polynomial quadrature formulas with remainder terms are captured using interval

computations provided by ACRITH running on IBM 370 class mainframe computers. The

width of the interval which is guaranteed to contain the answer can often be made as small

as the user wishes, or as small as an interval containing only a few machine numbers.

It costs about four times as much CPU time to find a guaranteed answer as it costs

to find an estimate.
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COMPUTING NARROW INCLUSIONS FOR DEFINITE INTEGRALS

George F. Corliss

1. Introduction.

We wish to compute

(1.1) I f = (z) dz.

That is, given the input information:

Limits: Finite limits of integration A and B (perhaps intervals).

Integrand: A Fortran-like expression for the integrand f as a finite sequence of -:-..,-
n+t,-1 *A F /I /r exp, fe ai tn

Tolerances: a and p, tolerances for the desired absolute and relative errors.

Evaluations: A limit M on the number of function evaluations allowed.

We wish to compute an interval J = [c, d satisfying the goals:

Inclusion: If E le, d].
Accuracy: w(J) = d - c < max{a, p. If 1}.

Bounded cost: At most M function evaluations are used.

Efficiency: The computations are as efficient as possible.

The algorithms described here nearly meet these goals by using information about the

continuous set of values of the integrand. In contrast, standard methods use only a finite

set of values of f and can be fooled badly.

The goal of inclusion is met by this program provided only that f can be evaluated

at every point on the interval of integration. Otherwise, the prograin notifies the user that l

the integrand cannot be evaluated.

Sponsored by the United States Army uder Contract No. DAAG29-80-C-0041.
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The goal of accuracy is met provided that the accuracy requirement specifies an inter-

val which contains at least a few machine numbers, and that the integrand is not too badly

oscillating. If the requested accuracy cannot be met, the program returns the narrowest

interval it can compute subject to the bounded cost constraint, along with a warning that

the requested tolerance has not been met.

The goal of bounded cost may be relaxed by about 10%. When the maximum number *

of function evaluations is reached, the computations which are required on the current

subinterval are completed. This results in a slight cost over-run, but function evaluations .

which were already made are not wasted.

The goal of efficiency is more nebulous. Overall, the program computes a guaran-

." teed inclusion in about four times the CPU time required for the QUADPACK routine

QAGS [14] to compute an estimate. We have observed CPU times as slow as 50 times

QUADPACK's time, but there are problems such as those with polynomial integrands

or with unreachable accuracy requirements for which this program is actually faster than

* QUADPACK.

The use of an interval-valued integrand f and limits A and B in equation (1.1) is

a generalization of the definition of an interval integral given in [4]. Let R denote the

set of real numbers, and IR denote the set of intervals over R. If A and B E IR, and

f = [f, f: R -- IR is an interval-valued function defined on the interval hull of A and B,

define an integral with interval-valued limits to be "
b '...",

A f(z) dx = { f(x) d[f, -f(x) dx] a E A, b E B,

where f and f denote the lower and upper Darboux integrals, respectively. .

Usually, the limits of integration are very narrow intervals containing real numbers

which are not machine numbers, such as 7r, or numbers which are not known precisely, but

the methods of this paper apply also to integrals for which A and B are wide intervals.

There are two distinct, but related, issues to be addressed in this paper:

2
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1. Inclusion, guarantee, or self-validation of the result, and

2. Accuracy or width of the interval.

Inclusion means that If E J = [e, d]. Inclusion is achieved by capturing the trun-

cation error terms of standard quadrature formulas as in the self-validating algorithms of

Gray and Rall [7], [8], [9]. This is discussed in §§2 and 3.

High accuracy (often nearly full machine accuracy) is achieved using the accurate

arithmetic of Kulisch and Miranker [101. We use the scalar product from ACRITH [1], the

notion of adaptive quadrature [2], 131, and [17], and techniques such as intersecting severalr.

estimates as discussed in §4. -

2. Inclusion of Quadrature Formulas. .

In this section, we assume that A and B, the endpoints of the interval of integration,

are machine numbers. We denote them by a and b to distinguish them from the interval- . -

valued limits. The case of interval-valued limits is discussed in §5.

An inclusion for the quadrature problem of equation (1.1) can be obtained from stan-

dard quadrature formulas or from Taylor polynomials. We will consider each in turn....

2.1. Inclusions using standard quadrature formulas. . .

The method for interval integration by use of standard formulas for numerical quadra- , -:

ture or Taylor series was first described by Moore [11]. To illustrate Moore's idea, consider

a standard interpolatory integration formula of the form -

f(P) ()h.
(2.1) f(z)dz - wif(u,) + ch

where h = b - a, and a < C < 6. Gauss and Newton-Cotes integration formulas follow this

pattern [6], as does a one-term Riemann sum (with n = 0). Let

Tf = _wtf(uj), and enf = Ch. f*(Ch),

3
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where fp(f, h) = p denotes the Taylor coefficient of order p in the expansion of
p.

f(C+h).

Let S denote the set of floating-point numbers available on a particular computer, and

let IS denote the corresponding set of intervals over S. Let V and A denote the monotone

downward and upward roundings, respectively, from R -- S [10]. If f is evaluated on an

interval X E IS using interval arithmetic and interval library functions, then the result is

the natural interval inclusion F(X) of f on X such that

f. 1(X) = {f(z) xE X} _ F(X)

[121, 1131. Let X = [a,b], H - [Vh, Ah], W, - [Vw., Awi4, and U, - [Vui, Au]. Then the

inclusions
4 -..

If E Rnf + Enf

are guaranteed, where F,(X, H) is the natural interval extension of fp(C, h). --

2.2. Inclusions using Taylor polynomials.

Quadrature formulas based on Taylor polynomials are well known, but they are rarely

used because of the alleged difficulty of generating the series for complicated integrands.

Moore [11] provides the basis for self-validating numerical integration by the use of Taylor

series, although the techniques presented by him in this case are directed toward the '?

solution of the initial-value problem for ordinary differential equations. For numerical

integration, Taylor series are more appropriate than fixed quadrature formulas for interval-

valued endpoints of intervals of integration, as will be discussed in §5. .

Of course, one could consider problem (1.1) to be the solution If = y(b) of the initial- off

value problem

(2.3) y'(x) = f(x), y(a) = 0,

4
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and apply Moore's methods directly. However, since f(z) in (2.3) is independent of y,

unlike the usual case in differential equations, it is simpler to use the capability to generate

a segment of the Taylor series and the interval remainder term automatically to perform

a self-validating calculation of the desired integral.

In particular, instead of expanding the solution y(z) of (2.3) at z = a as in the case of

a differential equation, it is advantageous to expand f(z) at the midpoint C = (a + b)/2 of

the interval X = [a, bJ of integration. Assume that the integrand f has p _> 0 derivatives

on X. For n < p and f between c and z,
-- ,~-)C ,Z %. .MIL-

f(x) = (c) + f '(c)(z - c) + f" (c) +- + ••+(-)(c) (n -

(2.4) + ()(f ( - C)'
n! """"

(z - c) +X (z- C)n'
E f(c) + f'(c)(z - c) +... + f(n-1)(c) (n- ) F()(X)

where F(n) is a natural interval extension of f(n)• Let g(z) be an indefinite integral of the

Taylor polynomial of degree n - 1 given by
(2.5) (z) =- (2)(z - ) +1'(c) (C) n(z_

g~)f() z c f'c 2! + +n!

Then .

(2.6) f (z)dz E g(z) + F(n)(X) (n + 1)' b Jn, where

n-I Hi+!

Jn=2 E F(')(c)(.+ 1)i=O¥
,even

(2.7)
( 2 7)F ~ ) X ) H n I F ('O (X ) ( n + fo r n o d d ,

+ F( (X) (n + 1)! (n + 1)!' for n odd,+ ~ ~Hn+ I ..,,'

2F(n)(X) (n +1)!' for n even.

If the series were expanded at z = a instead of z = c, then the width of the interval

remainder terms would be increased by a factor of 2 + i.

..... .... • ...... _.................. ...........
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Formulas (2.6) and (2.7) resemble (2.2) for ordinary quadrature rules, with the evalua-

tion of the integrand at n points replaced by its value and the values of its first n - 1 deriva-

tives at a single point. If f is a polynomial of degree n - 1 or less, then F(")(X) E[0,0],

and only roundoff error effects the width of Jn.

3. Automatic Differentiation.

The series terms involving F (n) which appear in equations (2.2) and (2.6) are corn-

puted using automatic differentiation. Recurrence relations are given in [12], 113], or [16],.

for the Tayloi :oefficients for +, -, ,, /, -, exp, log, sin, etc. In this application, the

"point" of expansion z = c and the stepsize h = x - c are interval-valued, but the same

recurrence relations hold.

For example, suppose that the Taylor coefficients V1, V2, • for the function v(z) have

already been computed. Let u(z) = exp(v(x)). Then, the Taylor coefficients for u are

U, = exp(VI)

(31) U, = (1 - .V.)i+l

The expression for the integrand f is parsed into a code list [16] which is used to gen-

erate calls to appropriate subroutines for the automatic generation of Taylor coefficients.

For example, consider the expression

f(z) = exp(1 + x * *2).

The series for f expanded at C with a stepsize H is generated by a sequence of calls of

the form
Tempi = (C,H) {The series for x.}

Temp2 = (1) {Constant series.}

Call ITSQR (Templ, Temp3)

Call ITADD (Temp2, Temp3, Temp4)

Call ITEXP (Temp3, F).

6
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Subroutine ITEXP implements the recurrence relation (3.1): subroutines ITSQR and

ITADD implement similar recurrence relations for u(x) = v(x) 2 and u(x) = v(x)+ w(x), re-

spectively. The result of these computations is an array which contains the interval-valued

series for f and an indication of how many terms were computed.

The Taylor coefficients of a function are maintained in a record-like structure. If "f'

is the name of the function, then

LF Index of last known nonzero term;

MF Index of last known term;

OFL Vector of series terms - left (lower) bound; ,-,

OFR Vector of series terms - right (upper) bound.

This data structure allows the subroutines which implement the recurrence relations for . .

the operators to handle constants or low degree polynomials more efficiently. The subrou-

tines recognize at run time if the integrand is a low degree polynomial. In that case, an

integration formula is used which is exact for polynomials of the appropriate degree.

Similarly, the subroutines indicate that a derivative of some order is not defined by

returning a value for MF which is less than the series length which was requested. For

example, the series for f(x) = /x expanded at C = 10,11 must have MF = 1 since f"[0, 1

does not exist.

4. Achieving High Accuracy.

In §2 and 3, we considered algorithms which give a self-validated inclusion for If. In

general, the inclusions computed according to those algorithms may be very wide. In this

section, we discuss ways in which high accuracy can be attained.

4.1. ACRITH scalar product.

The conventional wisdom in numerical analysis is that long scalar products like the

ones in equations (2.2) and (2.7) cannot be done accurately because of the accumulation

S 7



of round-off errors. However, ACRITH [1] provides a scalar product for real- or interval-

valued vectors which commits only one roundoff error. This supports a highly accurate

calculation of the interval J.

The rule in equation (2.2) is a weighted average of function values, so its width is

about the average of the widths of F(U). A sufficiently fine partition of the interval of

integration makes the width of the truncation error as small as we wish. Then the terms

of equations (2.2) and (2.7) are managed in such a way that the rules and the truncation

error terms for all subintervals in the partition are summed with a single scalar product

operation. The result is that f f can in principle be evaluated with the same accuracy as

f. In practice, the accuracy with which f f is evaluated is constrained by the limit M on .I-

the number of function evaluations.

The ACRITH scalar product is also used to evaluate the recurrence relations (like

. equation (3.1)) for series generation. For many integrands, the non-linear recurrence rela-

tions which generate their series are mildly unstable, so it is important to compute their

series as accurately as possible. Any such instablility manifests itself as a relatively wide -

interval, but the inclusion is not compromised. Any excess width is controlled by taking a -

sufficiently fine partition.

4.2. Order adaptation.

The program being discussed here adapts the order of the quadrature formulas it uses

and the subintervals into which it partitions the interval of integration according to the

behavior of the integrand.

Equations (2.1) and (2.4) require f(P) to be defined on [a,b]. Now p 0 is sufficient,

for if f[a, b] is defined, then* L b
f(z) dx C (b -a). fla, b].,'..,

As discussed in §3, the subroutines for the interval Taylor operators must detect the non-

existence of a derivative so that the integration routines can restrict their choice of formulas

.- "°,o" .
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to those for which .the required derivatives exist. A more detailed discussion of the order

adaptation strategies is given in [5].

4.3. Subinterval adaptation.

The usual method for improving the accuracy of a quadrature formula is to use a

composite (or multi-panel) rule and a strategy for adapting the partition. This program

uses a subinterval adaptation strategy similar to that used by CADRE [31 or QUADPACK

[141, except that they use estimates for the error on each subinterval, while this program

uses guarantees. "

Consider first the composite form of a standard quadrature formula. Formula (2.1)

can be interpreted as a single-panel rule, or as a multi-panel rule, meaning that a simpler

formula on r points is applied k times to the corresponding number of subintervals of

X = [a,b], with n < km. Denote the subintervals of X by X, i = 1,2,...,k, and let

hi = w(X1). Then

f(z) dz wji tf(zx) + cjmh, fpj hi)
xi

holds in each subinterval. It has been shown [15] that

k ,( F'( W(Xj), ()p! C_ cnFwPX F(P)() P..:.

The width of Fp(X,w(X)) decreases by a factor of w(X)P as w(X) becomes small. In

addition, the width of F(P)(X) overestimates the width of f(P)(X) by less as w(X) -, 0

for f(P) (x) continuous [12]. Thus, the gain in accuracy obtained by calculating the error

terms over smaller subintervals can be substantial.

A composite form of the quadrature formula for Taylor polynomials is handled in a

similar manner. Equation (2.6) is valid even if the series for f is divergent on the interval

[a, b[, but the width of the remainder term grows with n. In this case, low order estimates

are more accurate than higher order ones, but a composite rule is often necessary to

9 . -. . 2 ~ -- .'... . . . . ..
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achieve the requested accuracy. Let a = xo < x, < ... < Xk= b, and let X, = x,,j.

A composite rule for Taylor polynomials can take three different forms: 4NA

i) f 1{g(z) + Remainder on Xi = " J(on X1),

ii) E-krZi
3 1

i ' [g(x) + Remainder on [a,b], or

Each of these forms has advantages. Usually, form iii) yields the narrowest result because

w(I(Xi)) << w(J,(X,)). However, the width of the result of form iii) is the sum of

* w(I, (Xi)), so its accuracy deteriorates as k o oo. The remainder terms in forms i) and ii)

can be made arbitrarily small by choosing k sufficiently large. Hence their accuracies are

limited only by the accuracy with which the series can be generated. Form ii) is most useful

when only a few subintervals are necessary to achieve the requested tolerance because it

avoids calculating the series for the remainder term on each subinterval. In practice, we

intersect the results from form i) and form iii), since both are guaranteed to contain the

correct result.

The strategy for subinterval adaptation retains all subintervals. At each step, the

subinterval which makes the largest contribution to the width w(J) is processed by break-

ing it into further subintervals. This processing continues until

(i) w(J) is small enough to satisfy the accuracy requirement,

(ii) the noise inherent in function evaluation limits further reduction of w(J), or

(iii) more than the maximum number M of function evaluations have been performed.

A more detailed discussion of the strategy for subinterval adaptation using guaranteed

bounds for the errors is given in [51.

4.4. Intersection.

The width of the interval J can often be reduced substantially by intersecting two or

more intervals which are each guaranteed to contain If. For example, one-panel Gaussian ',

1 ,.10
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quadrature formulas are usually given as

L b
f(x) dx - wf(X,) + C'ff(2n)(C)

[6], but Stroud and Secrest [18] give additional error terms

(4.1) f(x)dz Zwif(X)+C,,,,f(r)(C), r= 1,2,4,.

Then
n 

2n

If E E wif(xi) + fl C,rf() [a, b].

i=1 r=1,2,4,....

In practice, the gain in the accuracy of J as the result of this intersection is small

because the coefficients Cn,r for the low order error terms are quite large. Occasionally,

however, gains in accuracy of a full order of magnitude are achieved. The computational

cost of using the error coefficients from equation (4.1) is essentially zero because the Taylor

coefficients Fk [a, b] for k = 0, 1, 2,..., 2n are required in order to compute F2n+ i[a, b].

A similar intersection principle can be used for Taylor polynomials. If f(n)[a, b] is

defined for 0 < n < p, and if Jn is given by equation (2.6), then If E ,, for n O, 1,... ,p.

Hence

If E n in.*~ ~
n=0

This intersection can be calculated as the corresponding interval Taylor coefficients of the

integrand are generated: (0 = Jo, (a Riemann sum),

In .- nJ, n=1,2,...,p.

This provides a means to determine the highest useful term of the Taylor expansion, since

the calculation can be terminated when effective decrease in the widths of the intervals

{In} ceases, or when the desired tolerance is met.

5. Extension to Interval Values.

In §§2, 3, and 4, we considered the case when the endpoints of the interval of inte-

gration are machine numbers (A = a, B = b E S). Often, however, the limits are very

, 1 ,.: .
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narrow intervals resulting from actual values which are not machine numbers or which are

not known precisely. For example, consider

15.666,5.667]
f(x)dz,

40,0.001]

whose limits are known with an accuracy of at least 1/1000. The effect of the interval-

valued endpoints is to widen the interval estimate J by an amount of the order of

O.001 f~)d 5.667 dx
.f f(x) dx + f (x) dx. :.

e. J 0 5.666 .
:.:

For some problems, this may represent a significant uncertainty.

Interval-valued limits may also be needed when all that is known about one or both

limits is that they lie on some interval. For example,

o d0 rin tmax 0, 7r/4.
" 1 + X2  10,1] 1 foi +2 [01]1 rt

Thus the limits A and B need not be restricted to very narrow intervals.

Similar considerations apply to interval-valued integrands. The case which usually

arises in practice is that the integrand f is a function not only of the independent variable

X, but also depends on several parameters C1 ,c2,... ,cm. For example, f could be a

polynomial of degree m - 1 with coefficients determined by observations,

(5.1) f(X) = C1 + C 2X + + C,,zmx- I, Ci E IS, i = 1,2,... ,m.

In general, given intervals C1, C2,... ,Cm, it is natural to define

f(x;C1,...,Cm) ={f(x;Ci,...,cm) I C, e Ci,...,cm. E Cm}.

The natural interval inclusions Fk(X, Cl,... ,Cm) of f and its Taylor coefficients on an

interval X E IS are again obtainable on a computer by using interval computation and

automatic differentiation. In particular, for an interval polynomial (5.1), F,(X,H) 10,01

for p _ m, just as in the real case.

.5, 12
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The meaning of tolerance for problems with interval-valued endpoints requires some

clarification. Consider the problem

[0,11 dx [ 0  dx foI dx]J + 2 - VJ 1+X2  J [+0 X2"

Suppose that by some algorithm we compute J = [-0.004,0.790], for example. Then

w(J) = 0.794, although the estimate for each endpoint is in error by less than 0.005.

Hence, a requested tolerance must be large enough to accommodate the uncertainties

which are inherent in the problem being solved.

The cases that one or both endpoints of integration are non-degenerate intervals in

ISwill now be considered. Let the endpoints be A = [AL, AR and B = [BL, BR, and

assume that AR < BR. Otherwise reverse the roles of A and B. Our strategy is to

concentrate the uncertainty in the computations in the same places as the uncertainty in

the problem, at the ends. For example,

13.1,.2) 0 3.1 3.1,3.21
f (x) dx = f (x) dx + f(x) dx + f(x) dz.

Jlo,o. ,o.j J. 1  is.1  .:.

The resulting integrals are of four types depending on which endpoints are interval-

valued:

Type RR: A =a, B=bE S: f1f(x)dx.

Type I: A= B =[a,bJ E IS: fb. f() dx.

Type RI: A = a E S, B = [a,b] E IS: f[a 'b] f(x)dx.

Type IR A = [a,b] E IS, B = bE S: f{bJ f(x)dx.

In general, there are three cases to be considered, depending on whether A and B are

Case 1. Disjoint: AR < BL.

B ~ AR B L r[BLBR)
I (x) dx f (x) dx + f (z) dx + f (x) dx,

4 fAL,AR] f,.R .\

and thus is the sum of integrals of types IR, RR, and RI, respectively. This case is by far

the one which occurs most often.
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Case 2. Overlapping: AL < BL < AR < BR.

B BL "[BL ARJ IARL

Af() d ALBL f(z) dx + [LARf(z) d + AR f(z) dx,

the sum of integrals of types IR, I, and RI.

Case 3. Nested: BL < AL < AR < BR.

IAf(x) dx - - f(x) dx + f(z) dz+ f(x)dx, --AL JALAR) JAR p.

again the sum of integrals of types IR, I, and RI.

We are not aware of physical problems which give rise to integration problems other

than Case 1, but provision for these cases adds little to the machinery which is required

to handle Case 1.

The following subsections discuss the computing self-validated bounds for integrals of

types RR, I, RI, and IR.

5.1. Type RR integrals: fb (x) dx.

Here, a, b E S. This is the type of integral which was considered in §§2, 3, and 4.

The quadrature may be performed using Gaussian, Newton-Cotes, or Taylor polynomial

formulas with remainder terms to give an inclusion. An adaptive strategy and intersection

of several estimates as described in §4 are used to yield high accuracy.

The basic algorithm is

1. Compute the integral on [a, b];

2. Add [a, b] to the list of subintervals;
r.

3. Loop

4. Find the subinterval on which the width of the integral is largest;

5. Bisect it;

6. Compute the integral on the left subinterval;

7. Add the left subinterval to the list;

14
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8. Compute the integral on the right subinterval;

9. Add the right subinterval to the list;

10. Compute the integral on [a, b] by summing the integrals

on all the subintervals;

11. Exit when accuracy tolerance is met;

12. Exit with warning when

13. no further improvement in accuracy is possible,

14. or M function evaluations are exceeded;

15. End loop.

Each subinterval X is maintained in a data structure of the following form:

XA Left endpoint of the subinterval;

XB Right endpoint of the subinterval;

OPTORD Order of the derivative used to compute the remainder;

WIDINT Width of the integral on this subinterval;.*

SINT Interval-valued integral on this subinterval;

WEGHT Vector of interval valued

weights (Gauss and Newton-Cotes),

stepsize (Taylor);

FNVAL Vector of interval-valued .

function values (Gauss and Newton-Cotes),

series terms (Taylor);

FNTRN Vector of interval-valued
'....%

function values (Gauss and Newton-Cotes),

series terms (Taylor),

including remainder terms.

At steps 1, 6, and 8, the integral is computed on the subinterval [XA, XBJ using

one-panel versions of Gauss, Newton-Cotes, or Taylor polynomials as outlined in §§2 and .-

15 "'.
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3. The weight vectors and functions are arranged in the vectors WEGHT and FNTRN,

respectively, in such a way that the interval inclusion

(5.2) J - WEGHTi * FNTRN,

bi

of f' f (x) dx is computed as a single scalar product. Similarly,

(5.3) Rf = j WEGHT, * FNVALi

is computed as a single scalar product.

At step 13, if J C Rf, then the loop is exited. In this case, further reduction of the

width of the truncation error cannot reduce w(J). For Gauss and Newton-Cotes formulas,

SINT is used only to give WIDINT. For Taylor polynomials, -' SINTi is intersected with

J given by equation (5.3). SINT, is computed using the intersection principle discussed

in §4.4. For a few subintervals, Ej, SINT, is narrower than J from equation (5.2), while

the situation is usually reversed for a large number of subintervals, because (5.2) uses

ACRITH's accurate scalar product.

The arrangement of subintervals in the arrays listed above must be relatively straight-

forward to allow J to be computed by a single scalar product operation. Each iteration of

the loop from step 3 to step 15 removes one subinterval from the list and replaces it with

two subintervals. Subintervals are not otherwise deleted from the list. Hence, the follow-

ing simple allocation scheme works: On the ith pass through the loop, the information .

about the left subinterval is stored in the locations previously used by its parent, and the

information about the right subinterval is stored in the (i + 1)st locations, following the

already computed values. Hence, insertion requires no searching. The widest subinterval

is found at step 4 by a sequential search of the array WIDINT(I..i). -

By contrast, QUADPACK [14] maintains its list of pending subintervals in sorted

order, so no search is necessary for the next subinterval to be processed. However, new

subintervals are inserted at locations found by a sequential search, followed by changing

16 . .
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pointers to all following entries in the list. For each subinterval processed, the program

being described here does one sequential search, while QUADPACK does two. In addition,

QUADPACK uses two sets of pointer adjustments.

For integration using Taylor polynomials, the maintenance of list of subintervals is

somewhat more complicated, because the program reuses the series which it has previ-

ously computed. To illustrate the ideas, consider the first execution of the loop at step 3.

At that point, the list of subintervals contains only one interval, X = [a, b] itself. FNTRN

contains OPTORD-I terms of the series for f expanded at c = (a + b)/2 and the trun-

cation error term involving F(OPTORD)(X) given by equation (2.7). Provided that the

requested tolerance exceeds the noise inherent in the function evaluation, a stepsize h can

be computed which is small enough that the requested tolerance per unit step is satisfied on

the interval [c - h, c + h]. Notice that if a relative tolerance is requested, then this requires,-

a current estimate for J. The value of the integral on this subinterval can be computed

at a cost proportional to OPTORD, instead of a cost proportional to OPTORD2 , which

would be required to generate J directly by using the recurrence relations for f. Following

this, the two subintervals [a, c - h and Ic + h, b] are processed directly. Consequently, this

method breaks the subinterval of integration into three parts, rather than bisecting it.

Thus, for integration by Taylor polynomials, step 5 of the RR algorithm is replaced

by +Z

5.0' Compute h such that the tolerance is satisfied on [c - h, c + hi;

5.1' Compute the integral on Ie - h,c + h] from information in FNVAL;

5.2' "left subinterval" := [XA, c - h];

5.3' "right subinterval" := [c + h, XB].

The middle subinterval [c - h, c + h] is maintained on the list of subintervals so that its

contribution to J is included in the scalar product in equation (5.2). This has the helpful

side effect that h can be chosen somewhat optimistically. If the choice is too optimistic,

then [c - h, c + h] will be selected later for further processing as the worst subinterval, at

17
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which time it will be broken into three parts. One of the new subintervals will occupy the

place of the parent interval in the list maintained, while the other two will be added to

the end of the list. 9" '

A further refinement could be implemented. The stepsize h computed at step 5.0' has

the following property: On each subinterval of length 2h which is contained in [XA,XB], 4'-"
the use of a Taylor polynomial of degree OPTORD- 1 yields an integral which satisfies the

requested tolerance. The integration on such a subinterval can be done with half the usual

work. No series for the truncation error needs to be computed because the truncation ,.. ..

error can be bounded by using the global remainder term on IXA,XB]. If [XA,XB] can

be covered by a few subintervals of length 2h, then this could be done, and division

into three parts would be needed only when the middle part is relatively small. This

refinement could improve the efficiency of the program. However, the improvement would

likely be modest, because the advantages of intersecting subsequent estimates on each

small subinterval would be lost, and the number of subintervals added to the list would

no longer be constant. The program also does not reuse function evaluations required by .

Gauss or Newton-Cotes formulas, although it could be modified to do so.

5.2. Type I integrals: flb f(x)d.

Here the lower and upper limits are the same. For each Type I, RI, or IR integral,

one can use standard quadrature rules with appropriate interval-valued nodes, but Taylor ".. .

polynomial formulas are much more accurate.

Using the notation of §2, g(x) denotes an indefinite integral of f(x) (see equation

(2.5)). The one-panel form of the quadrature formula for a Type I integral is then: "-. *
'

a,b] [ab] (x - )n +Il la,b]
(5.4) f(x)dx C g(x) + F(n)([a,b])fla,b] la,b] (n J" )! ~]:.

Note that the resulting interval is symmetric about 0.

The formulation of the multi-panel formula requires some care. We wish to capture

18
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the set

{ffzaz ab]}f(f f(x)d s,t E [ab]
1a'+,b]

Let a = uO < ul < ... < uk = b, and let U, = [tuj-,u], for i = 1,2,...,k. Let

l(Uj) = f, f. Now if s,t E U,, then

f t kI (v,) E wo,) -

while if 8 E U and t E U, with i < j,then

f= + f +-.+ f m

'. 
f** f..

EI f + f f +..+ f E F (Ui).

Hence J[a,b] k USf (z) d z i . -
fla,b] ,= .u'

The subintervals Ui are chosen by the same subinterval adaptation strategy used for

Type RR integrals. Hence the algorithm for Type I integrals is like that for Type RR,
4 4*4

except that the integral on each subinterval is computed using the one-panel Type I formula

given by equation (5.4).

5.3. Type RI Integrals: ,h f (z) dx.

Here the left endpoint of the upper limit coincides with the lower limit. The one-panel

form of the quadrature formula for a Type RI integral is then:

f (x)dr C g(z)a + F(")([abl) (n+ I). a

Note that the resulting interval must always contain 0 since 0 = fa f E f.a.

the interval I, b] is narrow enough that the one-panel formula is sufficiently

accurate. Occasionally, however, a multi-panel formula is required. The multi-panel for- I..
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mula is given in the same notation used in §5.2.

fLa~bf 'i{ f It E [a,b]}

aL

Uu f {

l l f + fs aptnWou +u/i /U2 "- , --
u ..... f + + ... +.--

Thus the multi-panel formula for Type RI integrals is expressed in terms of one-panel ,,4

formulas for Type RR and Type RI integrals. A-:

Once the partition u,.. .,uk-] is chosen, subintervals can be subdivided only with ,.,..

great difficulty, so this formula does not lend itself to subinterval adaptation. We observe ... ,.

that

Ja,b]

so the Type I algorithm (which does use subinterval adaptation) gives bounds for Type RI

integrals. If those bounds are not sufficiently tight, we apply formula (5.5) using a fixed

stepsize equal to the length of the smallest subinterval chosen adaptively by the Type I

algorithm.

5.4. Type IR integrals: fib] 1(x)dx. '

Here the right endpoint of the lower limit coincides with the upper limit. These

integrals are handled in a manner similar to Type RI integrals.

6. Numerical Examples.

To give an indication of the accuracy and speed of the program reported here, we .

present some preliminary comparisons with the routine QAGS from QUADPACK [14]. *. "

20 
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These results are not a comprehensive test; that work is in progress. They are intended

only to give an indication of the performance of the program reported here. It must be

remembered that QAGS provides an estimate for If, while the self-validating quadrature

provides an interval on which If is guaranteed to lie.

All of the tests reported here were conducted on an IBM 4341 using double precision N"4

arithmetic. Other tests have indicated that the self-validating program executed about 30%

faster on an IBM 4361 where the ACRITH instructions are microcoded. The absolute and

relative error tolerances requested were 10- 14.

We use some of the test problems from [14]: .:

I dz '
Test problem 1 (114] #2 with a =0): f0 (_).1. r-

1024 dxTest problem 2 ([14] #2 with a 5): f0 ( o.zW/4)2+1/1O48576

Test problem 3 (114) #3 with a =0): fo co(sinx) dx. _.

Test problem 4 (1141 #3 with a = 1): fco(2 sin x) dx.

Test problem 5 ([14 #3 with a = 4): f cos(16 sin z) dz.

Test problem 6 (similar to 114] #7 with a = 0.5): f1,' vx - [0.3,0.411 dx.

We replaced 1/3 by [0.3,0.4] to test a noisy function.

Test problem 7 (similar to [14] #7 with a = -0.5): fo 0 dx --

This is an integrable improper integral with a singularity at a machine number inside - -

the interval of integration. This test was included to show that the self-validating program

is able to detect and avoid dividing by 0. i..

Test problem 8 ([141 #10 with a = -0.5): f ViWz dz does not exist.

Test problem 9 (1141 #12 with a = 0): f1 exp(20(x - 1)) sinx dx.

Test problem 10 ([14] #12 with a = 2): fo exp(20(x - 1)) sin(4x) dx.

We have only used the general purpose adaptive routine QAGS for comparison, al- -

though several of these problems are integrated faster by other routines in the QUADPACK

21
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suite. They can also be integrated faster by a version of the self-validating program which

uses special techniques for handling singularities, so we have chosen to compare only the

general purpose routines here.

In order to perform a function evaluation, the expression for the integrand was ac-

cepted as a character string and parsed into a code list as discussed in §3. For each function

evaluation, that code list was interpreted to generate a function value or a series as needed.

In order to be comparable, the function values for QAGS were generated using the same

interpreter. Other tests indicate that QAGS is about 10% faster when it is supplied with

a programmed function evaluation routine (the usual method). If the program reported

here is supplied with a programmed routine for series generation to replace the interpreter, ....

it is also about 10c faster. Accordingly, for the purpose of preliminary comparisons, the

use of an interpreter for function evaluation for both routines does not bias the results.

The 'function evaluations" which are counted are actually equivalent function evalua-

tions. The program must evaluate Taylor polynomials of different lengths. In general, the

cost of generating an n-term Taylor series is Cost(n) = an2 + fln + -y, where a, #, and - "

are constants which depend on the integrand. Usually, a is small relative to # and -y. The

number of "function evaluations" needed for the generation of an n-term series is taken as

Cost(n)/Cost(1). Hence the number of "function evaluations" is proportional to the CPU

time needed for series generation, regardless of the number of series terms.

The self-validating program detects integrands it cannot evaluate, while QAGS does

not. QAGS is capable of handling some such integrands well, but others cause it to crash.

For the purposes of comparison, if the integrand could not be evaluated on the entire

interval of integration, then QAGS was not called.

QAGS was not intended to handle approximate (interval-valued) integrands or end-

points. For the purposes of comparison, the problem given to QAGS is to integrate from

the midpoint of A to the midpoint of B the midpoint of an interval-valued integrand. If

A, B, or f are relatively wide intervals, the problem being solved by QAGS may be much
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easier than the problem being solved by the self-validating program.

Error Absolute Function CPU .

Test Code Error Evaluations Seconds

1 0 6.4E-15 121 0.745 ~
4

*2 64 6.3E-08 1030 30.796

3 0 1.8E-15 683 2.517

4 0 8.4E-15 470 2.895

5 64 1.3E-10 1088 5.788

6 63 1.3E-01 677 2.975

7 61

8 61

9 0 6.4E-15 222 1.987

10 0 6.5E-15 239 2.675

Table 6.1. Performance of self-validating quadrature.

SVALAQ Error Codes:

0 Normal return. No errors detected.

61 Unable to evaluate the integrand.

63 Requested tolerance relaxed. Noise in function evaluation prevents reaching the

requested tolerance.

*64 Reque-.tted tolerance relaxed. Reached the maximum number of function evalua-

tions.
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Error Function CPU Ratio

Test Code Evaluations Seconds of Times

1 0 21 0.092 8.1

2 2 1239 40.989 0.7

3 0 147 0.433 5.8 .

4 2 483 2.406 1.2

5 2 735 3.671 1.6

6 0 2037 4.890 0.6

7

8 ;.4.-.

9 0 63 0.465 4.3

10 0 63 0.566 4.7

Table 6.2. Performance of QUADPACK's QAGS.

QAGS Error Codes:

0 Normal return. No errors detected. S

2 Tolerance relaxed. Roundoff error detected.
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